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PROTON ID IN BEAM-OFF DATA: 
FLOW CHART

training

extBNB data GBDT model

tracks classified as 
proton

COSMIC MC 
(COSIKA)



PROTON ID IN BEAM-OFF DATA: 
PROJECT SCHEME

run GBDT to classify and 
filter proton tracks

manually scan classified 
proton tracks candidates

find patterns that do not 
match  protons

breaking 
criteria

improve GBDT 
algorithms

improved GBDT classification 
machinery

manually scanning

sample for CNN 
training

collect analysis-
trees information 

from extBNB data
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Gradient-Boosted Decision Trees (GBDTs) 
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• Decision tree: 

Series of if/else statements.

Input: a track (collection of track features).

Output: a class - particle type (proton, muon, cosmic, etc.).

• Gradient-boosting:

Each new tree trains on the the error of the previous tree.

Each tree “votes”.

• Output: probability of track being from each class.

• Using XGBoost software package.



Building the GBDTs

Status  
• Training based on BNB 

MC and cosmic MC 
(CORSIKA).

• Applied to MC for 
testing, and to beam-off 
data. Calorimetry:  

charge deposition per hit…

Geometry: length,  
angle,…
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Optical: distance to flash, …



COSMIC MC - EXPECTATION

expect ~ 5-10% of 
cosmic induced proton tracks



TESTING ON COSMIC MC SAMPLE 

predicting on 55k cosmic mc tracks: 
3.8% classified as p-tracks with score ≥ 0.95 
out of which 85% are truly protons
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LArSoft Reconstructed Tracks 
• There is a series of algorithms that create these tracks

• Hit finding: Fit gaussians to de-noised waveform peaks

• Neutrino track finding:

Combine hits from step (1) into tracks

Return a set of tracks for each event

 proton tracks (The current neutrino-finding algorithm finds 50% of 
simulated proton tracks this efficiency is rapidly improving)

• The next step is to identify which tracks are protons
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classified tracks in beam-off data 
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PROTON ID IN BEAM-OFF DATA: 
NUMBER OF CLASSIFIED TRACKS VS. SCORE

predicting on 1.19M external BNB tracks

1610 with ≥ 0.99



NEXT STEPS
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A. Wrapping GBDT classification towards publication as a tool for 
proton detection in LArTPC, focusing on evaluation of the 
capability to select protons while suppressing contributions from 
other particle types 

B. Application of the GBDT to BNB, aiming to classify and study 
all neutrino-induced proton tracks & compare to GENIE 
calculations 

C. Building a tool for GBDT classification of muon-proton vertex, 
aiming to the identification of BNB CC events 



proton ID

𝝁p vertex ID

(ν,𝝁p)/(ν,𝝁pp) classification in 
beam data

physics analysis

above/below Fermi 
momentum proton momentum 

direction

further interesting 
features…
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Collaborating with the MIT group on GENIE 
simulations, to predict these characteristics, 
and look for model-data discrepancies

Combine CC-inclusive muon-selection 

 together with our 

GBDT proton classification

Next major step: proton - muon vertex identification 

NEXT STEP
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events with what looks like 
BNB vertices and associates 

track

data

list of candidates (w/ both a 
muon and a proton)

compare muon vertex 
position and proton start 

track position

GBDT proton classificationCC-inclusive muon-selection

events with tracks 
classified as protons

RUN  SUB   EVENT  IVERTEX … 
1        232   12781   1 
1        443   12          2 
2        2389 1            1 

RUN  SUB   EVENT  ITRACK … 
1        12      432       11           
1        443   12          0 
2        2389 1            3 

Track start/end positionVertex position

BNB vertex with a muon and 
a proton

Tactics 
 

Next step
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events with what looks like 
BNB vertices and associates 

track

data

list of candidates (w/ both a 
muon and a proton)

compare muon vertex 
position and proton start 

track position

GBDT proton classificationCC-inclusive muon-selection

events with tracks 
classified as protons

RUN  SUB   EVENT  IVERTEX … 
1        232   12781   1 
1        443   12          2 
2        2389 1            1 

RUN  SUB   EVENT  ITRACK … 
1        12      432       11           
1        443   12          0 
2        2389 1            3 

Track start/end positionVertex position

BNB vertex with a muon and 
a proton

Application to beam-off data

CC-selection: 
1157 selected events

GBDT p-
classification: 
13306 tracks 

w/ score  ≥ 0.9

intersection of the two lists: 
32 events with a muon and a proton at a 

distance smaller than 10 cm



Application to beam-off data (cosmic induced)
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GBDT VARIABLES
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variable units description comments

Nhits
number of reconstructed wire hits in all three 

planes 

l cm reconstructed 3D length of the track

ystart cm reconstructed starting y position can get rid of comics because comics come from above (below), and the high 
(low) y are the top (bottom) of the TPC 

zstart cm reconstructed starting z position
z is the direction of the beam - and so actual neutrino interactions should be 
quite uniform along z, but background that e.g. come from the dirt (outside the 
TPC) is majorly localized in the front and rear sides of the TPC

yend cm reconstructed end y position same as ystart

zend cm reconstructed end z position same as zstart

𝜑 rad reconstructed track azimuthal angle 
one could tell if things are more cosmic-like: comics come majorly from top to 
bottom or vice versa, and so their 𝜑 is peaked at ±π (see /Users/erezcohen/
Desktop/Projects/uBoone/GBDTimprovement/Figures/
phi_distribution_of_cosmics.pdf) 

|d⃗|/l ratio of the track 3-vector magnitude to the 
reconstructed track length 

this ratio represents the straightness of the track; since protons are highly 
ionizing their ratio would be close to unity, while leptons experience multiple 
scattering



GBDT VARIABLES
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variable units description comments

dq/dxend ADC ch. / cm charge deposition in the last 3 hits
for protons the ratio of dq/dx around the end of the track 
to dq/dx along the track is much larger than the same ratio 
for muons or pions

dq/dxend - dq/dxstart ADC ch. / cm diff. of energy depositions
to distinguish something that deposits most of its energy 
towards the end of the track (p) as oppose to something 
that deposits energy all the way through (µ or π)

(dq/dxend)/(dq/dxstart) ratio of energy depositions same reason as the one for using (dq/dxend - dq/dxstart)

dq/dxtotal ADC ch. / cm sum of energy depositions
just to look at the total charge deposited. this variable, 
together with other variables, give us calorimetry sufficient 
information 

dq/dxaverage ADC ch. / cm (dq/dxtotal)/Nhits

In order to differentiate something that has a small number 
of hits with a large energy deposition (nucleon) and a long 
track of something that had a large number of hits - each of 
them no depositing so much energy  

scorecosmic 0/0.5/1 regular tagger of comics according to the 
number of sides of the TPC it crossed

if it crosses two sides, then it clearly comes form outside of 
the TPC 

scorecosmic-contained (float)
geometric tagger, gives some cosmic score 

based on the some geometric features of the 
track

scores broken close-tracks which add up to a long track 



GBDT VARIABLES
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variable units description comments

PIDapid particle identification according to dE/dx=aRb 

tries to model the dE/dx curve at the beginning of the 
track: it fits the to (dE/dx)=aRb where R is the residual 
distance from the end of the track. A is then used to give a 
pid score “pida” (see docdb 5150)

𝜒pid
particle identification according to dE/dx fit to 

different template functions (K/π/µ/p)

the calorimetry package fits the track to these 4 different 
templates and gives a PID estimation based on the 𝜒2 result 
of these fits

dclosest-flash cm transverse distance to the closest flash (in z 
direction only)

BNB protons should be at the same place as the track - so 
zero distance. everything else (e.g. cosmic muons) should 
be uniformly distributed in this distance


